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NEW generation hyundai

Accessories

Go for the Best Fit - with Genuine Hyundai
Choose the real thing: Hyundai genuine accessories. Developed especially to fit your i30. And guaranteed to function perfectly.
Created to an exacting, higher quality standard. There is no better way to customize your i30 to meet your every need!
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STYLING

ENJOY TRUE ELEGANCE ON WHEELS
Give your i30 an even more powerful sense of beauty. And ensure it is even more stylish than it already is.
Choose from a range of higher-quality products to make it as sleek on the outside as it is generously appointed on the inside.
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STYLING

Alloy wheel kit 15".
Sleek twin-5-spoke 15” alloy wheel.
Suitable for 195/65 R15 tyres.
A5F40AC100
A5F40AC150 (for TPMS)

Side door moulding. Combine
aerodynamics and elegance in giving
your i30 additional sporty lines - and
added protection.
A6271ADE00

Body decals. For that additional distinctive and individual touch: decals that truly make it
your i30.
A6200ADE01

Alloy wheel 15".
Classic 6-spoke 15” alloy wheel.
Suitable for 195/65 R15 tyres.
A6400ADE01

Alloy wheel 16".
Elegant 5-spoke 16” alloy wheel.
Suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres.
A6400ADE02

Alloy wheel kit 16".
Sporty twin-5-spoke 16” alloy wheel.
Suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres.
A5F40AC300
A5F40AC350 (for TPMS)

Alloy wheel kit 17".
Distinctive twin-5-spoke 17" alloy
wheel with refined chrome inlays.
Suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres.
A5F40AC500
A5F40AC550 (for TPMS)
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TRANSPORT

ENHANCE YOUR LEISURE-TIME RANGE
Superb road handling, and a real cargo hauler, too. Without diminishing the prime performance and enjoyment
Hyundai gives you, swiftly and easily mount the right quality racks for your leisure-time requirements.
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TRANSPORT
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TRANSPORT

ENJOY MORE SPORTS WITH YOUR i30
Today’s urbanites thrive on active recreation. And your i30 ensures you can really enjoy an outdoor life. With a diverse range
of fast-fitted quality bike, ski and snowboard racks. As elegant as they are stable, they augment your car’s versatility.
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Roof rack, aluminium. The sleek and
elegant basis for those loads that
otherwise simply won’t fit in your i30.
Swiftly assembled or taken off. Unique
OE design.
A6210ADE00AL

ProRide 591 bike carrier. Most
elegant and lightweight aluminium bike
carrier. Adjusting and securing is done
conveniently and easily with a turning
knob at roof height. A perfect fix for
Hyundai genuine roof racks.
55701SBA10

FreeRide 532 bike carrier. A simple
and fast way to securely attach your
bike using a frame holder with a 
quick-lock-function.
55701SBA20

Xtender 739 ski & snowboard carrier.
Extendable for easy loading and
unloading, without having to stretch
over the car roof and risk getting your
clothes dirty or scratching the car for 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
55700SBA10

Deluxe 727 ski & snowboard carrier.
This top-end version safely takes 6
pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Adjust
the height to prevent bindings from
scratching your roof. The large buttons
mean you can open or close it even
wearing ski gloves.
55700SBA20

Passenger seat storage net. Practical
net to prevent small things from rolling
around and to keep them attached to
the passenger seat.
99170ADE00

Bike carrier for tow bar. For two
bicycles. New tilt mechanism: easily
retractable 100% loading comfort.
Made of solid steel/aluminium.
Manufactured according to highest
European safety standards.
E823055001

TRANSPORT

Vertical tow bar, detachable. Reliable
pulling with minimized impact on the i30’s
silhouette. Easy to install and remove.
Maximum towing load capacity depends
on your vehicle specification. Vertical
detachable (3-ball locking system).
Small cut-out bumper. Socket & tow bar
housing invisible when not in use.
A6281ADE00

Tow bar wiring kit (not shown).
Wiring kit with amplifying of rear
combination lamp signals & with
warning via buzzer in case of
malfunctioning of indicator or brake
lights on the trailer. Can also be used
for vehicle with LED trailer lights.
Please choose between:
a) 7
 pole wiring kit
(no waterproof socket.
Designed with drainholes)
A6620ADE00CP

Horizontal tow bar, detachable. Reliable pulling with minimized impact on the i30’s silhouette. Easy to install and remove. Maximum towing load
capacity depends on your vehicle specification. Horizontal detachable (BMA system). Partially visible when not in use.
A6281ADE01

b) 1
 3 pole wiring kit
(waterproof socket)
A6621ADE00CP
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TRANSPORT

ACHIEVING PERFECTION ON THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
Hyundai has dedicated much thought to keeping the interior of your i30 uncluttered. Meaning you can choose from a broad spectrum
of high-end cargo organizers. Keeping all those small or large things you need along with you neatly out of sight.
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TRANSPORT

Pacific 200 roof box. The ideal solution for 4 snowboards. This 460-litre box is only 175 cm
long and boasts a lowered base to minimize drag, wind noise and vibration.
55730SBA20

Litter bag 8014. Keep your car free
of clutter. This small bag fits perfectly
behind the head rest. A sleek space
saver.
55123SBA40

Trunk organiser 8019 S.
Small sized bag with 27 litre capacity.
Be it shopping or sportswear, this
junior organiser tucks all your kit
away tidily.
55123SBA10

Ranger 90 roof box. The obvious choice when it comes to a 340-litre cargo box that can be
folded away to spare home space when it’s not in use.
55730SBA10

Trunk organiser 8020 M. Medium
sized soft box with a volume of 41
liters. The bag’s antislip base ensures
that it remains stable during the trip.
55123SBA20

Trunk organiser 8021 L. Large sized
cargo box with a zip-top closure. With
a volume of 64 liters, everything stays
perfectly organised and exactly where
it belongs.
55123SBA30
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COMFORT

TAKING PLEASURABLE DRIVING TO NEW HEIGHTS
Further enhance that extra flexibility the i30 offers you. By creating a bespoke interior in keeping with your lifestyle.
And augmenting the car’s natural capability to handle the elements.
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Phone console. Holds your mobile phone securely in place while you drive. Holster fits all
common phones.
E555055000

Detachable coat hanger. Fed up with using your backseat as a cloakroom or crumpling
your jacket? Hang your jacket or coat on the tasteful coat hanger! A space-saving
detachable fit behind the head rest.
99770ADE00

Wind deflector, front. Improve your slipstream and reduce noise inside and those
unwanted water splashes outside.
A6221ADE00

Ice/sunscreen. Customized thermal insulation foil for the windshield and front windows.
Prevents the interior from getting too hot in summer and the glass from freezing over in
winter.
A6723ADE00

COMFORT
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PROTECTION

PROLONG YOUR CAR’S ENDURING VALUE
Hyundai offers a wide range of especially-developed products destined to help you keep the i30’s interior as pristine as the day you first drove it. And keep the
dirt out with tough rubber or textile mats that come with special fixing points for the hooks and an anti-slip granulate backing. The mats are uniquely formed
for a perfect fit and boast the signal i30 logo to further enhance the interior’s appearance.
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PROTECTION

from left to right:
Textile floor mat, standard. A6141ADE00 (LHD)
Textile floor mat, velour. A6143ADE00 (LHD)
A6143ADE10 (RHD)
Rubber floor mat. A6131ADE00 (LHD)
A6131ADE10 (RHD)
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PROTECTION

Strong protection inside and out
Hyundai has especially designed an array of products to protect your car's interior and where it interfaces with the outside world.
The protective entry guards, foils and separators, for example, make certain your i30 keeps that unscuffed look.
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2

1 Trunk liner. A black liner with antislip coating that fits the trunk space perfectly.
Keeps your trunk clean and dirt-proofed. Branded with the i30 logo.
A6122ADE00
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Rear bumper loading protection foil,
black. Protects the rear bumper from
scratches and dirt when loading and
unloading cargo.
A6272ADE00BL

PROTECTION

Trunk mat. A custom-designed and reversible trunk mat with soft velour on one side and
a durable antislip coating on the other. Branded with the i30 logo.
A6120ADE00 (w/o luggage under tray)
A6120ADE10 (with luggage under tray)

Cargo separator, above. Can be easily
attached above the back seats to
safely separate the trunk space from
the passenger space.
A6150ADE00 (above)

Cargo separator, above and below.
The ideal solution to keep the boot
area separate from the passenger
area when the back seats are folded
down.
A6151ADE00 (below)

Rear bumper loading protection foil,
transparent. As good as invisible selfadhesive protection foil to keep your
loading rim as good as new.
A6272ADE00TR

Stylish aluminium entry guards,
matching the style of your vehicle.
Prevent those irritating marks and
scuffing by dirt or shoes on your
inside door plates.
A6450ADE00

Mudguard kit, front and rear. Make
certain mud, grit and road salt do not
sully your car body - by simply having
mudguard flaps installed.
front A6460ADE10
rear A6460ADE20

Protection foils for door handle
recess. Perfect protection against
scratches and traces of use. Selfadhesive and transparent.
99272ADE00
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SAFETY

DELIVERING CUSTOMIZED PASSENGER SAFETY
Hyundai makes it easy for you to combine the elevated quality of the i30 with protecting everybody in the event of a roadside emergency.

Warning triangle. Light and highly
visible - make sure your car is seen
well in advance in the unlikely event
of a breakdown. (According ECE-R27)
E883199000

Safety bag. An indispensable set comprised of a first aid bag with the most important
emergency tools, bandages, a safety vest, and a warning triangle. (According DIN 13164)
E889099000
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Safety vest. A bright neon vest with
reflective strips for better visibility
during the day or at night; one size
fits all. (According DIN EN 471)
E883099000

SAFETY
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